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IT’LL TAKE YOUR

BREATH

On Safari

The Reserve

AWAY

It didn’t take much to be enamoured by
Madikwe. Everything about this place is vast –
Madikwe Safari Lodge radiates the warmth and vibrant
energy of the rich red soil on which it is built. Although

Johannesburg (an easy four hour drive) along
the Botswana border.

family members, and is very close to our hearts.
With much love, patience and perseverance
we have watched it grow and evolve into
something that can only be described as
bewitching.
Just like the adolescents in our family, it
an

simplicity

that

authentic
is

and

endearing

uncontrived
and

utterly

captivating.
Whether

you

companionship,

stone and column is almost a direct extension of the
earth. Trees are as much a part of the Lodge’s interiors
as they are of the untouched bushveld.

Madikwe Safari Lodge is one of our younger

possesses

décor is elegant, fresh and contemporary, every brick,

are

after

romance

solitude
or

or

adventure,

activity or leisure – our team cannot wait to

Kopano Lodge

malaria-free reserve located northwest of

Dithaba Lodge

Madikwe Game Reserve is a 75 000 hectare
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rugged Africa, and then some!

Lelapa Lodge

its landscapes, its heavens, its wildlife. This is

Robert More
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welcome you.
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intrusions

(known as Inselbergs) and the
topography

astonishing
Madikwe’s

wildlife
animal

reveals
Contact

unique

sightings.
population

includes lion, leopard, elephant,
rhino, buffalo, cheetah, spotted
hyena, giraffe, antelope and the
endangered wild dog. In excess
of 300 resident and migrant bird
species tint the ample skies.

We’ve been expecting you...
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Photographers both professional and amateur will
never have an empty viewfinder

Experiences

ON
SAFARI

Kopano Lodge

Lelapa Lodge

Billy, your friendly Guide

It would be difficult to find
a team of more enthusiastic
guides who enjoy nothing
better

than

starting

and

MORE

finishing each day out in the
wild in search of animals big
and small. Whether leopard

Experiencing a safari through a child’s eyes is a wonder

beetle,

they

will

share

Contact

or chameleon, rhino or dung
a

riveting story and teach you
something you never knew
before.

Guided

walks

Guided walking safaris

are

another way to appreciate
the bush, and to enjoy a
different

perspective

terra firma.

from

“The hair on my arms stood up and I think my heart actually stopped for a moment. No words could possibly describe
the sound of his guttural call, or the magnitude of his presence. It will be with me forever.”
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means

how we want you to feel
- there is no restriction in
terms of age or generation.
Each of the 12 Suites is
spacious,

comfortable

and

ever respectful of the natural
environment beyond. Indoor
and outdoor showers, private
plunge

pool

and

burning

fireplace

woodare

just

some of the added creature
At Lelapa Lodge you can expect warm hospitality,
sublime comfort and a compelling charm which will make you want to stay forever

comforts to enhance Mother
Nature’s subtle signature.
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Kopano Lodge
literally

‘family’, and this is exactly
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AT HOME

The Lounge at Lelapa Lodge is designed for living. Curl up on the couch with a glass of something good, and quietly
contemplate life with the warm glow of the fire on your face
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MAKE YOURSELF

“Luxury must be comfortable, otherwise it is not luxury” (Coco Chanel). The Bar Lounge at Lelapa Lodge
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Dithaba Lodge

The Kids’ Room in the Family Suite. Just like home, only better!

The interior of a Family Suite at Lelapa Lodge

Pool at Lelapa Lodge
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means

‘small

gathering’.

The Lodge comprises just
4 Suites (each with private
plunge pool) which share a
magnificent common area.
Fine dining to the hoot of
an owl, the roar of a lion or
the crazed whoop of a hyena
is the stuff that dreams are
made of. Salut!
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The interior view of a Suite at Kopano Lodge

A stylish interpretation of an Africa as old as time
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LODGE

Dithaba Lodge

DITHABA

Experiences

A room with a view. The Dining Room at Dithaba Lodge

slightly higher up and has a
spectacular view over the
open plains. With only 4
Suites
plunge

(each
pool),

with

private

this

Lodge

is well suited to a group of
friends or family members
making it their own while
on safari. Or for those who
Interior view of a Suite at Dithaba Lodge

simply prefer the sound of
nature and little else.

Contact

in the local dialect) is located

MORE

Dithaba (meaning ‘mountain’

Mother Nature is a very gracious hostess
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MADIKWE
EXPERIENCES
Many of us have kids of our own,
so we know and understand what
an

unforgettable

experience

it is for children to be in the
bush. We have taken a lot of
time to design a kids’ menu of

Dithaba Lodge

Our staff are part of
our extended family,
and they all share our
passion for creating
magic. We have all
come to know that
lasting memories
are made of special
places, coupled with
distinctive people
and extraordinary
experiences.

Experiences

Healthy. Fresh. Delicious. Plentiful. Magnificent settings. That’s the secret to Madikwe’s culinary success.

Kopano Lodge

Lelapa Lodge

On Safari

The Reserve

Hello & Welcome

Kids never tire of having fun and learning in the Eco-House.
Neither do our Guides!

Why not indulge in a spa treatment,
or find a good book in the library?
Laze by your poolside, or simply
sit and take in your favorite view?
Madikwe is a place for romance.
Engagement,

wedding

or

honeymoon, we know that these
The ultimate spa therapy room

moments

are

never

We

our

part

take

memories

very

forgotten.
in

creating
seriously.
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entertained, and parents relaxed.
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activities which will keep juniors

Hello & Welcome
NJ MORE Field Guide College

Marataba Trails Lodge

Lelapa Lodge
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Lion Sands Game Reserve

Kopano Lodge

Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel

MORE SOUTH AFRICA

Victoria Falls

ZIMBABWE
VILANCULOS

Kruger National Park >

NJ MORE
FIELD GUIDE COLLEGE

< Marakele National Park

South Africa’s most scenic

BOTSWANA

destinations.

MADIKWE
SAFARI LODGE

< Madikwe Game Reserve

GABARONE

Sabi Sand
Game Reserve >

North West

KMIA
NELSPRUIT

MAPUTO

JOHANNESBURG
Swaziland

NAMIBIA

Mpumalanga

Madikwe Safari Lodge;

MORE Private Travel
Safari Link
(operated by Unique Air)

Marataba Safari Lodge;

Federal Air

Marataba Trails Lodge;

KwaZulu-Natal

Angel Gabriel
Drakensberg
Mountains

and More Quarters Hotel.

SOUTH AFRICA

DURBAN
Midlands
Free State

more.co.za
Northern Cape

lionsands.com
madikwesafarilodge.co.za
ATLANTIC OCEAN

Eastern Cape

capecadogan.co.za

PORT
Western Cape

morequarters.co.za

CAPE TOWN
CAPE CADOGAN
BOUTIQUE HOTEL

MORE QUARTERS
HOTEL

Garden Route

ELIZABETH

INDIAN OCEAN

Contact

Airlink

Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel

marataba.co.za

LION SANDS
GAME RESERVE

SKUKUZA
Gauteng

Our portfolio comprises;
Lion Sands Game Reserve;

MOZAMBIQUE

Limpopo

MARATABA
TRAILS LODGE

MORE

Our footprint includes four of

MARATABA
SAFARI LODGE

Dithaba Lodge

More Quarters Hotel

Experiences

Marataba Safari Lodge

